Woven Paper Fish
Be creative making your own school of fish!
Materials needed: scissors, paper

Step 1: Cut 2 strips of paper of equal size (0.5" x 11")

Step 2-3: On one hand, loosely wrap strip A twice around your fingers

Step 4: Loosely fold strip B in half, forming a loop

Step 5: Insert strip B through the outer loop of strip A

Step 6: Crown the loop of strip B over the inner loop of strip A
Step 7: Tug strip B down towards the bottom

Step 8-11: Weave the back leg of strip B through the loops of strip A

Step 12: Flip the fish over to work on the back side

Step 13-14: Weave the left leg of strip B through the bottom loop of strip A

Step 15: Tug on all sides of the strips to shape your fish

Step 16: Trim fins as desired
Happy crafting!